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Quick Guide to Green Open Access 
This guide helps you to make your research publications open access when you have not published with an 

open access publisher or otherwise paid for open access. 

Green open access means self-archiving a version of your article in Pure or another repository. According to 

the SDU Open Science Policy you are strongly encouraged to archive your accepted manuscript version in 

Pure.1 As a SDU affiliate the easiest way to share your manuscript is to send manuscript and relevant tables 

and figures to puresupport@bib.sdu.dk.  

What is an accepted manuscript? 
→An accepted manuscript is a peer reviewed manuscript of your article. When the manuscript is ultimately

accepted after peer review corrections, your latest version is the accepted manuscript. This can be a word

document you have on your computer.

If you make sure to save your final manuscript with a clear file name when it is accepted, it is easy to find it 
later. 

1 https://www.sdu.dk/-/media/files/bibliotek/sdu+open+science+policy-09032018.pdf 

https://portal.findresearcher.sdu.dk/en/publications/st%C3%B8d-in-unexpected-morphological-contexts-in-standard-danish-an-e
https://portal.findresearcher.sdu.dk/files/170142161/High_dose_etoposide_formulations_do_not_saturate_1_intestinal.pdf
https://findresearcher.sdu.dk:8443/ws/portalfiles/portal/173130672/RegionalelectionsDenmark_manus.pdf
https://portal.findresearcher.sdu.dk/files/171826631/Askgaard_2020_jmn_edited03_gro.pdf
https://findresearcher.sdu.dk:8443/ws/portalfiles/portal/170531772/Jakob_k.pdf
mailto:puresupport@bib.sdu.dk
https://www.sdu.dk/-/media/files/bibliotek/sdu+open+science+policy-09032018.pdf
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Most journals allow you to upload an early version of your article to your institutional repository.  

How and when an accepted manuscript can be uploaded is most times part of the publisher’s standard 

policy. This is also included in the copyright transfer agreement you sign with the publisher.  

If you are not the corresponding author of the publication it can be necessary to contact one of your co-

authors to obtain the final manuscript version. 

Once you have located the peer reviewed manuscript, we recommend that you send it to the Pure Office 

while stating that it is the peer reviewed manuscript you are sending.  

What happens after I send my manuscript to the Pure office? 
At SDU the Pure office makes sure to examine the conditions that exists for sharing through Pure with the 

exact journal you have published with. They will also correctly upload your manuscript. 

Your manuscript will most times be subject to an embargo period. This means that we will upload your 

manuscript to Pure at once but public access to the document is given later. The embargo period can vary 

greatly. 

If you have questions regarding Open Access and Pure or would like to know which of your articles you can 

pursue green open access with we are ready to help at puresupport@bib.sdu.dk. 
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